This paper describes an approach to selfreconfiguration, which is part of a self-healing mechanism against anomalous objects, of a system prior to repairing anomalies of objects. The approach assumes that the software architecture of a system is structured into components and connectors between the components. A component is self-reconfigured differently in accordance with the object types, such as tasks (concurrent or active objects), connectors between tasks, and passive objects accessed by tasks in the component, while a connector between the components is selfreconfigured in response to the different object types constituting a connector. An asynchronous message queue connector between components is used to illustrate self-reconfiguration of a connector between components. The elevator system with multiple elevators is considered to apply the approach to self-reconfiguration.
Introduction
A self-healing system needs to be dynamically selfreconfigured before repairing anomalous objects detected in the system. Self-reconfiguration in a self-healing system isolates anomalous objects from other healthy objects so that the anomalous objects are localized to minimize the interference of healthy objects in repairing the anomalies.
The software architecture [3, 16] for self-healing systems [4, 5, 11] provides a basis for specifying a selfhealing mechanism including self-configuration. The detection, reconfiguration, and repair of anomalies in a self-healing system can be affected by the software architecture, in particular, the structure of components and the style of interaction between the components, which is capable of encapsulating a self-healing mechanism. Anomalies in the system may be detected in the objects within components and in the interaction between the components. A self-healing mechanism needs to contain an approach for dynamically reconfiguring components and interaction between the components in a system against anomalies of objects.
This paper describes an approach to selfreconfiguration of a system, which is structured into components and connectors between the components. Anomalous objects in components and connectors between the components are isolated by the approach prior to repair of anomalies of the objects.
This paper is organized as follow. It begins with describing an architectural style, connector-based software architecture for a self-healing system in section 2. Section 3 describes detection of anomalous objects in a system. Section 4 describes the approach to selfreconfiguration of components and connectors between components. Section 5 describes self-reconfiguration of components, followed by self-reconfiguration of connectors between components in section 6. Section 7 describes self-reconfiguration in a self-healing elevator system. Section 8 describes related work. Finally, section 9 concludes this paper.
Self-Healing Systems

Software Architecture for Self-Healing Systems
The software architecture for self-healing systems [18] can be designed by means of self-healing components and self-healing connectors between the components. A selfhealing component [9, 13] is a component that is able to autonomously detect, isolate, and repair anomalies. A self-healing connector between the self-healing components also detects, isolates, and repairs anomalies. The architecture of a self-healing component enables a component to self-heal the anomalies that the component may come across at run-time, while the architecture of a self-healing connector makes it possible to self-heal the anomalies that may occur in message communication between components in a system.
Each self-healing component [17] can be structured into a layered architecture with the service layer and the healing layer. The service layer of a self-healing component provides services requested from neighboring components via connectors. The healing layer of a selfhealing component takes care of anomalies detected in the service layer, notifying the status of self-healing to the healing layers of neighboring components. Similarly, each self-healing connector between self-healing components can be organized with two layerscommunication layer and healing layer. The connectors between self-healing components are used in message communication between service layers of components as well as between healing layers. Fig. 1 depicts part of the software architecture for a self-healing system, which is composed of self-healing components and self-healing connectors between the components. The Component1 and Component2 are selfhealing components, which are structured into the service and healing layers. The ConnectorA and ConnectorB are self-healing connectors with the communication and healing layers. 
Self-healing Component Architecture
In the self-healing component architecture, the service layer is separated from the healing layer. Fig.2 depicts the self-healing component architecture. The service layer notifies the status of objects in the layer to the healing layer, whereas the healing layer detects, reconfigures, and repairs anomalies in the service layer using the notification messages from the service layer.
The service layer of each self-healing component is composed of objects such as tasks (active or concurrent objects), passive objects accessed by tasks, and connectors between tasks. A task (active object or concurrent object), depicted using a thick outline for the object box in Fig. 2 , has its own thread of control, initiating actions that affect other tasks and passive objects [6] . Unlike a task, a passive object (e.g., an entity object) has no thread of control; thus it cannot initiate any task. A passive object is invoked by tasks and can invoke other passive objects. Since a passive object does not have its own thread, it performs its operations using the thread of the task that invoked the object. Tasks in a component can communicate with each other through connectors. On behalf of tasks that have threads, a connector between tasks synchronizes the message communication between the tasks. Passive objects and connectors between tasks, which do not have their threads, are depicted using thin outlines for the object boxes in Fig.2 In the normal phase, the service layer of a self-healing component provides full functionality to service requests from other components and notifies the status of messages passing between objects in that layer to the healing layer. The notification messages are used to detect anomalous objects in the service layer. Once the healing layer detects an anomalous object in the service layer and presumes that the object needs to be repaired, it launches the self-reconfiguration mechanism.
Self-Healing Connector Architecture
A self-healing connector can be designed as a layered architecture with two layers -communication layer and healing layer. Fig. 3 depicts the structure of a self-healing connector, which supports asynchronous message communication between components. Active objects are represented using a thick outline for the object box, while passive objects are depicted using a thin outline. 
Anomaly Detection in Self-Healing Systems
An anomaly in the software architecture of a system can occur or be hidden in components and connectors between the components. A system is anomalous if components or connectors between the components in the architecture do not behave as specified. The specifications of components and connectors between the components are described using statecharts [2, 15] , which model the dynamic aspects of components and connectors between the components by means of states and transitions with events.
Anomalies in the software architecture with connectors are detected at two levels -at the level of each component and at the level of each connector between components [19] . Anomalies of tasks, passive objects accessed by tasks, and connectors between tasks in the service layer of a component are detected by the Component Monitor in a component (Fig. 2) , which traces the behavior of task threads in the component. To support detection of anomalous objects, a connector between tasks not only encapsulates a mechanism for synchronizing message communication between tasks, but also notifies messages passing between tasks to the healing layer.
Each task thread is monitored using notification messages from connectors between tasks and passive objects accessed by tasks. Whenever a connector between tasks and passive objects accessed by tasks are invoked by a task, they notify the component monitor in the healing layer of the component. Connectors between tasks and passive objects accessed by tasks also notify the component monitor when they finish their operations invoked by a task. The notification messages are used by the component monitor to detect anomalies of tasks, connectors between tasks, and passive objects accessed by tasks.
To trace task threads in the service layer of a component, a component monitor encapsulates statecharts describing the behavior of each task thread. A task, connector between tasks, or a passive object accessed by tasks is anomalous if a statechart for the task thread does not execute as expected within a specified time interval.
Anomalies in connectors between components in a system are detected by the Healing Manager using notification messages from objects in the communication layer of a connector -Call Stub, Return Stub, Incoming Message Queue, and Outgoing Message Queue. Call Stub and Outgoing Message Queue in a sender connector between components ( The approach to anomaly detection in a self-healing system assumes that the network between connectors is reliable enough to detect/repair anomalies in delivering a message from a sender connector to a receiver connector. Otherwise, a network monitor may be added to a network between connectors to look after message delivery between sender and receiver connectors.
Approach to Dynamic Reconfiguration in Self-Healing Systems
A self-healing system is configured at the two levelscomponent level and connector level between components. The reconfiguration of anomalous objects in a component is performed by Reconfiguration Manager in the healing layer of the component (Fig.2) . The Reconfiguration Manager in the healing layer of a component generates a reconfiguration plan against anomalous objects on the basis of the current configuration of the component. Using the plan, the Reconfiguration Manager blocks objects associated with the anomalous objects and, if needed, notifies the anomalies of objects to neighboring components affected from the reconfiguration of the paralyzed component. In response to this notification, the Reconfiguration Managers of the neighboring components also generate their reconfiguration plans and undertake the plans to reduce impact from the paralyzed component.
When an anomalous object is detected in a connector between components, the Healing Manager in the healing layer of a connector (Fig. 3) reconfigures objects in the communication layer. The Healing Manager blocks the anomalous object in the communication layer from other objects, notifying the anomaly to components associated with the anomalous object. The healing layers of the components notified generate reconfiguration plans that block message communication with other components via the connector containing the anomalous object. As the anomalous connector is recovered, the related components reconfigure their objects to communicate with other components through the repaired connector.
The approach to self-reconfiguration in this paper does not include the atomic property of a task service. Before a task becomes anomalous, the task may have updated passive objects with its partial result during the process of a message. As the task is getting anomalous, the update to passive objects should be rolled back for system's consistency. But this is outside this paper.
Self-Configuration of Objects in a Component
Reconfiguration of objects in the service layer of a self-healing component is performed differently on the basis of object types such as task, passive object accessed by tasks, and connector.
Anomalous Tasks
An anomalous task in the service layer of a selfhealing component is reconfigured by blocking the incoming connectors to the task and outgoing connectors from it. The Reconfiguration Manager in the healing layer sends the incoming connectors a message requesting blocking the anomalous task not to read a message in the queues or buffers in the incoming connectors, while it sends the outgoing connectors a message requesting blocking the anomalous task not to add messages to the queues or buffers in the outgoing connectors. When receiving the messages from Reconfiguration Manager, the connectors respectively freeze message communication with the anomalous task so that the task is isolated from other objects.
Reconfiguration of an anomalous task is depicted in Fig. 4 , in which the service layer consists of three tasks (Task1, Task2, and Task3), two connectors between tasks (Connector1 and Connector2), and one passive object (Passive Object1) accessed by Task2 and Task3. The message sequence K1 through K8 in the service layer depicts message communication among objects in the service layer to provide services, while the message sequence S1 through S6 shows reconfiguration of objects in the service layer to isolate anomalous objects.
Suppose that Task1 in the service layer of Component1 is anomalous. The Component1 Monitor notifies the anomaly of Task1 to Component1 SelfHealing Controller (S1 in Fig. 4) , which requests reconfiguration of objects in the service layer of Component1 from Component1 Reconfiguration Manager (S2 in Fig. 4) . The Component1 Reconfiguration Manager generates a plan for isolating the anomalous Task1, sending messages (S3 and S3.1 in Fig. 4) 
The connectors between tasks in the service layer of a self-healing component support reconfiguration of anomalous tasks at run-time. A connector between tasks synchronizes message communication between two tasks. The functionality of a connector between tasks can be extended to support the reconfiguration of anomalous tasks in a self-healing component. More specifically, a connector between tasks can be classified to a message queue, a message buffer, and a message buffer and response connectors [6] . Fig.5 depicts a message queue self-healing connector, which provides the reconfiguration mechanism at runtime as well as the synchronization mechanism between tasks. The operations, send and receive, encapsulate the mechanism for synchronizing message communication between tasks, notifying Component Monitor (Fig. 2) in the healing layer when both a sender task accesses the message queue (messageQueue with size, maxCount, in Fig. 5 ) to send a message to a receiver task, and a receiver task reads a message from the queue (messageCount represents the current size of the queue). Those notification messages are used by Component Monitor to monitor the threads of sender and receiver tasks. The operations, blockSend() and blockReceive(), set sendStatus and receiveStatus variables (Fig. 5) to Blocked respectively, which means a sender task cannot store a message in the queue and a receiver task cannot read a message from the queue. In Fig. 4 
Anomalous Passive Object Accessed by Tasks
An anomalous passive object accessed by tasks is reconfigured by preventing the tasks from invoking operations of the passive object. Anomalies in a passive object accessed by tasks are detected when a task invokes an operation of the passive object. After the passive object notifies the invocation of an operation to Component Monitor (Fig. 2) , the operation may not be performed successfully so that the passive object cannot send the Component Monitor the next notification message showing the complete finish of the operation. The Component Monitor presumes that the passive object, more specifically, the operation invoked by a task, is anomalous. However, the repair of the anomalous passive object should be delayed until the tasks accessing the object are reconfigured by Reconfiguration Manager (Fig. 2) .
For isolating the anomalous passive object, the task invoked the anomalous operation of the passive object needs to be blocked and the thread of the task should be interrupted to terminate immediately. The Reconfiguration Manager creates a new thread for the task, but the thread cannot access the anomalous object because the thread checks the status of the passive object before invoking an operation provided by the passive object. The task blocked cannot call the operation again until the anomalous operation or the entire passive object is healed.
The operations performed by the terminated thread of the task may need to be rolled back to a previous status, just before the thread read a new message from incoming connectors. It is to maintain consistency of the system. However, the rollback mechanism for consistency is outside the scope of this paper. Fig. 6 shows the attributes and operations of Task2. The message "S3A [Anomalous Passive Object1]: Block Task" is depicted in Fig. 4 (at the middle of right) to block Task2 when Task2 invokes an anomalous operation to write a message in Passive Object1. The message blocks Task2 by setting a PassiveObject variable, representing the status of a passive object, to Blocked using blockPassiveObject() operation (Fig. 6) . Fig. 7 depicts the specification of Task2. The Task2 cannot invoke "writeX()" operation of Passive Object1 if the status of passive object is "Blocked". 
Fig. 7 Specification of Task2
The other tasks accessing the passive object with an anomalous operation, except for the task invoked an anomalous operation of a passive object, also need to be blocked in order to control the access to the object (e.g., S3A.1 in Fig. 4) . After an anomaly is found in the passive object, these tasks may not be blocked immediately to realize application properties such as safety. Suppose that a passive object accessed by two tasks -writer task and reader task -stores a list of floors at which an elevator should stop to drop off passengers in the elevator. The writer task stores the floor information to the passive object, while the reader task reads the information to go the destination floors in the list. When the "store" operation in the passive object is anomalous, the writer task should be blocked immediately, but the blocking of the reader task needs to be delayed enough for the elevator to drop off all passengers at the destination floors safely.
Anomalous Connectors between Tasks
An anomalous connector between tasks is reconfigured by blocking the sender task and receiver task accessing the connector. The sender task is blocked immediately when it invokes the anomalous "Send" operation of a connector to send a message to the receiver task. The receiver task may not be blocked immediately depending on the type of connectors such as a message queue connector (queue size is n), message buffer connector (buffer size is 1), and message buffer and response connector (both message buffer and response buffer sizes are one respectively). In the case of a message queue connector, the receiver task should be blocked after processing all the messages in the queue of the connector. It is because we do not lose messages already stored in the queue or process urgent messages. In the other cases, the receiver task needs to be blocked immediately because there is no message in buffers.
On the other hand, a sender task and a receiver task should be blocked immediately when a receiver task calls an anomalous operation in a connector (e.g., receive operation in Fig. 5 ). It is because new messages delivered by a sender task cannot be read by a receiver task any more. Messages already stored in the queue of a message queue connector may be backed up in repairing the connector, not to lose the messages.
The messages S3B and S3B.1 in Fig. 4 block Task1 and Task2 respectively to isolate the anomalous Connector2.
The message S3B.1 calls the "blockConnector()" operation in Task2, which sets the ConnectorStatus variable to a value "Blocked". The ConnectorStatus variable represents the status of Connector1 from which Task2 reads messages. Task2 checks the ConnectorStatus variable whenever it reads a message (Fig. 7) . If the ConnectorStatus variable has been set to Blocked, Task2 waits until the variable comes to be "Unblocked", that is, the anomalous Connector2 is healed. Similarly, Task1 is blocked by the message S3B.
Impact of Reconfiguration of Component
The Reconfiguration Manager in the healing layer of a self-healing component maintains information related to reconfiguration of objects such as tasks, passive objects accessed by tasks, and connectors between tasks in the service layer. The information includes dependency relationships between objects within a component and in other components, which are used to infer the objects affected from an object's anomaly. For example, in the elevator system, anomaly of Arrival Sensor Interface task in an Elevator Control component needs to force the Elevator Controller task to stop the elevator motor immediately due to the safety reason. The anomaly of Arrival Sensor Interface task should be also notified to the Elevator Scheduler component, which may reschedule other elevators to send an elevator to passengers at floors. The message sequence S4 through S6 in Fig.4 depicts the notification of anomaly of Component1 to other components.
Self-Configuration of Connector between Components
Objects in the communication layer of a self-healing connector are configured differently on the basis of object types in the message queue connector, message buffer connector, and message buffer and response connector. Fig. 8 depicts an asynchronous message queue connector, ConnectorA (Fig.1) , which sends messages on behalf of Component1 to the receiver connector, ConnectorB, in Fig.9 . The sender message queue connector consists of Outgoing Message Queue and Call Stub. The Outgoing Message Queue receives a request delivering a message from Task2 (B1 in Fig.8) , and then the message is packed by Call Stub, which sends the packed message to the receiver connector (B2 through B4 in Fig. 8) .
The objects in a connector between components need to be configured before repairing when they are anomalous. Fig. 8 Fig. 8 ), which blocks Task2 not to send messages to the anomalous Outgoing Message Queue in ConnectorA (C3 in Fig. 8 ). The message, "C3: Block Task", calls unblockOutgoingMessageConnector() operation in Task2 (Fig.6) , which sets the OutgoingMessageQueue variable to "Blocked". The Task2 cannot request a message delivery any more from ConnectorA because it checks the status of Outgoing Message Queue prior to sending a message to it (Fig. 7) . 
Fig. 8 Reconfiguration of Sender Connector
The healing manager also blocks the Call Stub to isolate the anomalous Outgoing Message Queue (C1.1 Fig.8 ). The blocked Call Stub task cannot read messages from the Outgoing Message Queue. However, the healing manager needs to wait for the Call Stub task to read all messages in Outgoing Message Queue and deliver them to the receiver component. It is because we do not lose messages in the queue during the repair.
Similarly, both Task2 and Call Stub tasks are blocked when the "read" operation (B2 Fig. 8 ) called by the Call Stub task is anomalous. These tasks are immediately blocked because the Call Stub task cannot read messages to be delivered to the receiver component.
When the Call Stub is anomalous, it is isolated from Outgoing Message Queue by setting a variable in Outgoing Message Queue to "Blocked". It makes Call Stub not to read messages from Outgoing Message Queue It is similar to setting the receiveStatus variable in a connector between tasks (Fig.5) to "Blocked" in order to isolate anomalous tasks. Fig. 9 depicts an asynchronous message queue connector, ConnectorB (Fig.1) , which receives messages on behalf of Component2 from the sender connector, ConnectorA, in Fig.8 . The receiver message queue connector is composed of Incoming Message Queue and Return Stub. The Incoming Message Queue receives messages from ConnectorA (D1 in Fig.9) , and then the messages are unpacked by Return Stub, which sends the unpacked message to a connector in Compoent2 (D2 through D4 in Fig. 9 ).
Similar to the reconfiguration of anomalous ConnectorA, the anomalous Return Stub task in Fig.9 is blocked by setting a variable in Incoming Message Queue to Blocked, whereas the anomalous Incoming Message Queue is isolated by blocking the Return Stub task. In addition, the healing manager should notify ConnectorA (Fig. 8 ) sending messages to ConnectorB (Fig. 9) . It is to block the Call Stub task so that it cannot send messages to 
Dynamic Reconfiguration in Self-Healing Elevator System
The reconfiguration mechanism described in this paper has been applied to the self-healing Elevator System with multiple elevators, which is structured with the Elevator Control, Scheduler, and Floor components. Components communicate with each other through asynchronous message queue connectors.
The Elevator Manager task in the Elevator Control component, which updates a list of floors at which an elevator has to stop, is reconfigured by blocking several connectors when it is anomalous. The Elevator Manager receives the floors to which passengers within an elevator want to go from the Elevator Button Interface task, and at which the elevator should visit to pick passengers up from the Scheduler component, respectively. Using a connector between components, the Elevator Manager also notifies the Scheduler component the list of destination floors of passengers within an elevator, The information on these floors is used by the Scheduler component to schedule elevators. When the Elevator Manager becomes anomalous, the receiving connectors should be blocked to isolate the anomalous Elevator Manager task. In addition, the anomaly of Elevator Manager needs to be notified to the Scheduler component, which should reschedule other elevators against the anomalous Elevator Manager in the elevator.
Related Work
Considerable research for dynamic reconfiguration has been done to either evolve software systems at run-time [14, 8] or make the systems more reliable [1, 12] . These efforts are to provide full or partial services of the systems continuously even while the systems evolve or come across anomalies.
In [14] , a software system is structured into structural configuration concerns, which specify the change of software architecture, and functional application concerns, which provide a capability of the change to structural configuration concerns. In this approach, a component in the system can change only when it has reached a "quiescent" state, which means the component is isolated completely from other components. This approach is extended further in [8] by adding additional states related to dynamic configuration of components in the software system. In our approach, self-healing components and connectors are structured into the healing layer and service layer (communication layer,) which are similar to separation of concerns in [14, 8] . In addition, an object in a self-healing component or connector can be configured only when it is isolated from other objects without any more interactions. However, our approach localizes the impact of an object's reconfiguration on the other objects without needing to know other objects' states before dynamic configuration.
An anomalous object can be dynamically reconfigured for highly availability of services [10] by replacing it with its secondary object. In [12] , a primary object and its secondary (back-up) object are running together and sharing the state of the object. A secondary object takes over the role of the primary object when the primary meets a fault so that it cannot provide service within a time boundary.
The dynamic reconfiguration may be supported at the level of middleware, instead of at each application system level. [1] has introduced an approach to dynamic reconfiguration using middleware. In this approach, an object should be in a safe state before reconfiguring an object, which is similar to the quiescent state [14] . Our approach supports only at the application level at this point, which can be extended to the level of middleware later.
Conclusions
This paper has described an approach to selfreconfiguration of a self-healing system in which anomalies may be detected in components and connectors between the components. The self-reconfiguration approach in this paper is part of a self-healing mechanism including detection, reconfiguration, and repair of anomalies in a system. The self-reconfiguration scenarios are classified on the basis of object types, such as task, passive object assessed by tasks, and connector between tasks, in a self-healing component and object types, such as Incoming Message queue, Call Stub, Outgoing Message queue, and Return Stub, in a self-healing connector between components.
The approach to self-reconfiguration in this paper makes anomalous objects easy to be localized, relatively compared to other approaches [14, 8] . It attributes to the component architecture, which is structured in the center of connectors between tasks. The connectors provide a way of blocking anomalous tasks immediately, preventing the impact of the anomalies from being spread to other objects within the component and other components.
The approach to self-reconfiguration in this paper retains several research issues. The self-reconfiguration mechanism suggested can be extended to including atomic property of anomalous tasks. The basic idea about this is that a transaction mechanism can be added to passive objects assessed by tasks and connectors between tasks in a self-healing component. Another issue is that the self-reconfiguration of a connector between components may be varied as to the types of connectors encapsulating different protocols [7] between components.
